To: Company Secretary
Sovereign Harbour (Sea Defences) CIC
Cc: Directors, Sovereign Harbour (Sea Defences) CIC
Jan 29th 2020

Dear Company Secretary,
We are writing on behalf of Sovereign Harbour Residents Association. Residents have
recently received their annual Rent Charge Invoice from the Sovereign Harbour (Sea
Defences) CIC and the Residents’ Association has received many questions about the
Charge. To assist residents can you provide the following information.
1.
We note that in the 2019 accounts, the CIC income is £717,405 and administrative
expenses are documented as £173,581 or around 24% of the income. The apparently high
administrative expenses were raised with you last year. Your response was that this has no
effect on the overall rent charge as this was linked to RPI. This is not an accurate reflection
of the situation as the administrative costs reduce the monies available for harbour
maintenance and so affects the Marina Charge, which is not indexed or capped. Can you
tell us what steps you are taking to ensure that the administrative expenditure is reviewed
to ensure value for money? Will your legal and administrative services be put out to
competitive tender? And if so, what is the timescale for this process?
2.
We are rather puzzled by the discrepancy between the net Marina Costs of £165,028
and the Marina Charge that can be calculated from Premier’s Marina Costs as stated in their
Deloitte accounts. The Deloitte accounts state the Marina Costs as £437,301. After
deducting the ‘offset’ from the harbour maintenance element of the SW Charge of
£258,248, the figure of £179,053 is reached. We have written to you previously pointing
out a similar discrepancy in last years’ accounts. No adequate explanation was provided.
Can you explain these repeated discrepancies?
3.
In the guide to “Estate Rent Charge at Sovereign Harbour”, it is stated that the Marina
Charge has been “been arrived at after taking into account a figure of £258,248 towards
Harbour Maintenance from the SW Charge” . How is the figure of £258,248 towards
Harbour Maintenance arrived at? Is there an “accounts” document or something similar
which provides the necessary calculation or provides guidance? If so, please send us a
copy. If the figure is arrived at by negotiation with Premier Marinas, can you provide us
with information about the procedure through which this occurs?

Finally, it would be helpful if you could provide a named Director to take responsibility for
providing answer to the residents’ concerns. No titles were supplied in previous
correspondence.
Yours sincerely

Susan Kerrison
Susan Kerrison PhD
Chair, Sovereign Harbour Residents Association

